Testreport SKY ANAKIS in THERMIK 8-10
With it´s ANAKIS Sky Paragliders presents quite an interesting low-level-intermediate. Besides
the combination of safety and fun-character the Anakis is also an interesting light-wing at 4,5 kg ...
Back in 1988 the company Sky Servis was founded in Slovenia. After being bought by a partner
from the Czech Republic Sky Paragliders was established. Since then the team has been
subsequently enlarged to stand up to the ever growing requirements. Recently Sky Paragliders
was certified according to ISO- and DHV-manufacturer-standards. The products range from
gliders to rescues, harnesses and all necessary accessories. The production facility is based in
Frydlant nad Ostravici in the Czech Republic, an additional quality-control is made in the shop in
Switzerland, where about a third of the products arrive.
Construction and craftsmanship
The name ANAKIS derives from the Greek god Anakes, lord of kings, at home in Attika and
Argos. The true king of the air is supposed to deliver a large amount of safety, relaxed launchcharacteristics, a noticeable pickup of speed when operating the accelerator and should even be
suited for XC-flying.
Designing the ANAKIS its designer Alexandre Paux made a good job, resulting in a very wellbalanced wing, that leaves nearly nothing to be desired. To ease big ears a handle similar to
systems known from tandems is used at the ANAKIS. One might question, whether this feature is
necessary for a solo-glider or if a devided A-riser would have been favorable.
Due to the abandonment of further technical gimmicks the glider-weight of a mere 4,6 kg is no big
surprise. A fact, that might also please some para-alpinists. It is also that low weight that lets the
canopy rise easily and safely at launch, pleasing beginners and mountaineers launching from
exposed sites alike.
Workmanship is good standard; I especially liked the built-in „acro-handle“.
Launch behaviour
At launch the ANAKIS displays its strengths. Lines are sorted quickly and without any problems.
After the first input the canopy rises cleanly above the pilot, showing remarkable constancy.
Corrections are rarely required; when induced they are accepted precisely and cleanly. Upon
apex a short brake input is sufficient to lift the pilot off the ground after a few steps.
Reverse launch is also no challenge. The canopy rises evenly as in regular launch. Using brakes
or D-risers the Anakis can easily be controlled any time – and corrected, when necessary. The
wing can be held above the pilot playfully without requiring permanent input. This provides the
pilot with plenty of time to control the wing and to turn out in flight direction. A clean and controlled
reverse launch should be easy with the Anakis.
In flight behaviour
In flight the ANAKIS keeps its promises made at launch. The sails cleanly and solidly sits above
the pilot and inspires confidence. Even at full speedbar this character remains unchanged, only
the leading edge is slightly dented. Control inputs are accepted directly and without any delay.
Unvoluntary stall should even be impossible for clumsy pilots, for steering forces rise remarkably
and warn the pilot of approaching deep stall. In thermals the Anakis circles up undisturbed; strong
thermals occasionally make the sail „work in itself“. Despite comfortable dampening the pilot
receives good feedback any time, easening the search for best climbrates further. In weak
thermals we recommend to apply a bit of outside brake to minimize banking.
No matter how fast the climbing in thermals happens, nothing seems to irritate this wing. The
Anakis passed the long testing in sometimes demanding spring-conditions with a few barely
noteworthy collapses. To simulate collapses brutal force is required. The behaviour in collapses is
always unspectacular. Mostly everything is over after 90° without any pilot input. The wing shoots
slightly, turn velocity is minimal and even accelerated this behaviour does not change remarkably.
When stabilizing the open side it is easy to keep the heading. Inducing frontal collapses also
requires some power. The canopy only rocks back a bit and reopens from the centre softly and
without delay. Soft pitching shows the return to normal flight.

In the sky the ANAKIS presents itself as a conventional glider: Neither spectacular aspect ratio
nor thrilling line concepts, exceptional risers or other gimmicks make him shine. In return the
glider convinces of his round and balanced handling and a large amount of passive safetyreserves.
Quick-descent manoevres
Big ears
For the operation of big ears the ANAKIS features a system known from various tandem-gliders.
By pulling a textile grip via a pulley the outmost A-line is pulled in. That grip is fixed to the riser by
velcro and does not disturb. When inducing big ears we recommend the pilot to pull slightly
outward and then down. If pulled vertically right from the start noticeable resistance can be felt.
After releasing the grip the wingtips reopen without delay and on their own. The grip then
reattaches to the riser. This might sound complicated compared to divided A-risers, but isn´t.
Even without this system pulling big ears is easy, if you stretch out a bit. For holding big ears in for
a longer amount of time using the handle is more comfortable and requires less force.
B-stall
To initiate a b-stall the pilot has to grab the maillons powerfully, for the very stable canopy
provides high resistance at the beginning. Holding the ANAKIS in b-stall requires less power and
can be done for a longer time without big effort. The wing rocks back slowly and very moderately.
In the b-stall the wing shows no tendency to turn or distort. After a quick release of the risers the
canopy slightly pitches and picks up speed symmetrically.
Deep spiral
Upon initiation of a deep spiral the Anakis behaves typical for its class. The wing requires distinct
brake input and noticeable weightshift to the inner side. The glider picks up speed and banking
angle within a few rotations, being controllable and easy to operate. Sink rates of 15 m/sec and
more don´t pose any problem; exit from deep spiral is also not demanding at all.
Summary
The Sky ANAKIS is a very balanced and harmonic wing suitable for a large target group of pilots.
Exemplary launch-characteristics please beginners and mountaineers alike.
Due to its positive characteristics the ANAKIS is supposed to be a long-term companion. The
wing is suitable for schooling and its performance and passive safety will also enlight some XCbeginners. The fun-factor is provided by agile handling.
Target specification
The target was to have two class-B-gliders. One „simple“ intermediate, the ANAKIS and a more
sports-oriented brother, the ATIS 3. The Anakis does not want to be high-end and lines up in the
product range as entry-level intermediate.
Means applied
The ANAKIS has no predecessor. Sky uses its own design-software called „Para-Design“.
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